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THANK YOU FOR THE INVITE!
TODAY WE ARE GOING TO CHAT ABOUT:
• Some of the current macro economic trends facing the planting industry for hiring
and retaining a workforce
> Minimum Wage increases
> Inflationary erosion of wages

• What are the serious advantages in the Canadian workforce?

THE BC SILVICULTURE MARKET
OVERVIEW
• There are roughly 40 tree planting contractors in BC
• The estimations vary but the planting program is in the 300-320 mill range for 2019 /
2020
• Approximately 20 companies do about 80% of the volume in BC
• The average of the tree planter is about 26 years old with a 4 to 5 yrs avg time spent
in the industry
• Generation Z – a shrinking population, is our next workforce stepping up to the plate
• About 70% of the tree price goes into wages for planters and field staff

PLANTING IS LIKE THAT THREE LEGGED
STOOL ANALOGY.

Tree planting works
because it has three
key components:

• Earnings Potential
• Cachet
• The Experience

SO WHAT ARE SOME OF THE CURRENT
TRENDS IN TREE PLANTER EARNINGS?

SILVICULTURE MINIMUM
WAGE STRUCTURE
 Minimum wage in BC’s silviculture:
 Portal to Portal = Leaving Camp in the AM to when you
arrive back in Camp in the evening
 First 8hrs = Minimum Wage
 All remaining hours are 1.5 x Minimum Wage
 Mostly factors into first year planters wages

HOW IS MINIMUM CALCULATED IN BC?
Silviculture is mostly calculated at either 10 hrs or 11 hrs a day and
factors in regular breaks
First 8 Hrs at Min Wage

8 X 15$ / HR

120.00$

Over time after 8 hrs

2hrs X (1.5 X 15$)

45.00$

Camp Costs

25.00$

25.00$

Total Minimum
Wage owing

190.00$

WHAT WAS MINIMUM WAGE IN 2008?

Minimum Wage
was about
113.00$ a day in
2008

An increase of ~
70% to today

AN INCREASED MINIMUM WAGE HAS A COUPLE
MAJOR EFFECTS ON TREE PLANTING RATES
1) Minimum Wage Top Up
The contractor must pay minimum wage to workers
who don’t plant enough trees that exceed minimum
wage:
Example:
- A First Year Planter plants 700 trees a day at 15 cents a tree for a
total of the 105$
- The contractor must top the planter up an additional
for that day to hit 190.00$

85.00$

- This would be the equivalent of 27 cents a tree or 81% more than
the planters who don’t get topped up

Imagine 2 tree planters working side by side
Jenny - a solid experienced tree planter has worked
extremely hard all day to hit 1500 trees. At the end of the
day she does her tally and sees that she has:

2) THE
PRODUCTION
INCENTIVE?

 Grossed 225.00$ - 1500 trees x 15 cents a tree
 Jenny subtracts 25.00$ Camp Costs from her gross for a
total of 200$ net earnings for the day
Billy – a first year tree planter works really hard and plants
900 trees for 135.00$ gross. Billy gets topped up 190.00$
and doesn’t pay Camp Costs
 END RESULT – Jenny made an extra 10$ that day but did
40% more work???

HIGH PRODUCTION IS THE ‘NAME OF THE GAME’
WOULD YOU BET YOUR BUSINESS ON THE GAMBLE THAT:

• 1) Jenny will continue to be motivated to plant 40%
more work in a day for an extra 10$
Or that;
• 2) Billy will want to bust his butt and get to where Jenny
is at 40% more…….to make an extra 10 bucks…..

THE EARNINGS DIFFERENTIAL HAS REALLY
NARROWED THE GAP BETWEEN MINIMUM
WAGE AND HIGH PRODUCTION PLANTING
The economics of tree planting is absolutely reliant on PEAK
production, always
Last year…..and for the last say 25 years, first year planters have
earned about an average of 185$ a day……not enough to get
ahead of current minimum wage in 2019

WEBSITE
APPLICATIONS
MOSTLY FIRST
YEAR PLANTERS

RETENTION OF
THE
WORKFORCE
FROM
PREVIOUS
YEARS

REFERRALS OF
EXPERIENCED
PLANTERS
MOVING FROM
ONE TO
COMPANY TO
ANOTHER

HIRING FOR
TREE
PLANTING
OCCURS IN
THREE KEY
WAYS:

IN THREE YEARS, FIRST YEAR APPLICATIONS
HAVE ‘FALLEN OFF A CLIFF’
DOWN 80% IN 3 YEARS
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LAST YEAR IN EARLY APRIL THE
APPLICATIONS ACTUALLY DRIED UP FOR
THE FIRST TIME EVER THROUGH OUR
HIRING PORTAL

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE DRIVERS FOR REDUCED
APPLICATIONS?

Minimum Wage jobs becoming
more competitive with tree
planting earnings

The age of the internet has
created more available
opportunities for finding work

- opportunity for other work in a
hot jobs market
- choosing to work in their field
through college internships

Kids are staying longer at home
to save on living costs – perhaps
less of a need to go to the bush?

TREE PLANTER EXPENSES
AVERAGE START- UP COSTS = 1500$
Unlike many summer jobs, new tree planters are
required to spend at least $1000 -1500$ up front to
outfit themselves.
Tree plantings
Bags and
Shovel - $200

Safety Gear
(Hard hat, HiVis
Vest, Gloves,
Whistle and
Glasses) -$50

Work Boots $150

Transportation
to and from site
-$500 / 1000$

Extras (water
bottle, rain
gear, etc.) $200

And often Tent,
Sleeping Bag,
Tarp and
Thermarest $400

Total – up to
$1500

• 50 work days in a season = 1500$ 50 Work
Days = 30$ a day less.
• Earnings potential 185$ / Day - 30$ = 155.00$

PROSPECTIVE
PLANTERS DO
THE MATH

Or,
15.50/ Hr after Stat & Vacation Pay

This was definitely a more compelling
argument when Min Wage was around
100$/Work Day

EXPERIENCED PLANTER RETENTION.
HOW DO WE KEEP THE ENGINE COMING BACK?
• Experienced planters are the engine of the silviculture industry planting who plant
the 25-50% more seedlings on avg
• The turnover for an experienced planter is about 4.5 yrs on average down from 6 yrs
approximately 10 years ago
• The ‘burn rate’ is about 22% a year so we are constantly re- tooling with 1st year
planters

WHERE ARE
THE
EXPERIENCED
PLANTERS
GOING?

• They are exiting faster due to more
options in the workplace
• Other industries are meeting and
surpassing what tree planting can offer
for pay
• Inflation has slowly but surely eaten away
at what was a premium paying job

INFLATION EFFECT RELATIVE TO
TREE PRICES SINCE 2002
ADJUSTED INCOME SHOWS A 25%
DROP IN EARNINGS

VANCOUVER FILM:
AN EXAMPLE OF OTHER INDUSTRY WAGES
• 2017 - one of our camps experienced about 20% of the crew not returning to
silviculture and instead chose work in the Vancouver film industry

• They make about 450$ a day, have a catered lunch and all the espresso to go with it
• A hipster dream job!

REMEMBER THE THREE LEGGED STOOL
ANALOGY?

It works because it has three
key components:

• Cachet
• The Experience
• Earnings Potential

CACHET

CANADA HAS A HUGE ADVANTAGE IN SILVICULTURE OVER THE
OTHER COUNTRIES WHERE TREES ARE PLANTED

• Planting has loads of cachet and its FREE!
• In Canada – tree planting is a rite of passage.
• It’s a uniquely Canadian experience like maple syrup, the
musical ride and the Tragically Hip…..part of our genetic code
• This steady conveyor belt of Canadian youth is the envy of silvi
foresters outside of Canada

THE ‘EXPERIENCE’
IS CRITICAL….AND ALSO FREE
• Planting works because tree planters return home at the end of a season and they can’t stop talking
about their summer in the bush in BC.
• It drives their friends and family a bit nuts……but they are our best sales people for labour retention
• When hiring people I tend to promise a couple things to people:
- It’s the hardest challenge you will ever do
AND
- guaranteed, the best laughs you will ever have in your life. This goes a long way for retention
 This is also free!

SO THE BONES OF SILVICULTURE ARE
SOLID
•

BUT THE WAGE STRUCTURES NEED
ADJUSTING IN ORDER TO COMPETE
AND STAY RELEVANT

THE 1:12
RATIO
“A BEER IN
THE BUSH IS
WORTH 12 IN
THE CITY”

Small things go a very long
way with tree planters
Let them know that you
respect the very hard job
they do
Bring them some cold pops
on a 34 degree day heat
wave day.

